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How do I get my personal nude
Just reach out via DM or at email markus@freise.de. You can also place the commission through 
my shop www.schoenerbude.de. A regular nude watercolor picture based on your photo costs 
€230 plus shipping (€10 EU or €20 worldwide). The format of the picture is about 30 x 40. Of 
course different formats are possible. Just contact me.

Is discretion guaranteed?
Yes. Of course. I am aware, that having a nude watercolor painting drawn is a very personal mat-
ter and I am humbled by you trusting me in this matter. This job is met with total discretion from 
A to Z. No one, except you and me, will see either the reference images neither the final result.

Will the picture be published?
No. Not by default. All personal publishing rights go directly to you. Only if you give me a distinct 
written approval I am allowed to publish the image for promotional purposes. Also prints will only 
be offered when you are okay with that and have given me permission to do so. Also, if published, 
there will be no connection to you, your name or anything else. Even my naming convention with 
e.g. „This is L.“ is totally arbitrary and normally not derived from the models real name.

How do I send the photos?
This is totally up to you. The easiest way would be via email at markus@freise.de. Attachments 
will be downloaded and the removed from the email. The text of the email is archived. Any other 
way of sending the nude pictures is fine with me. It is most important to me, that you feel safe 
and comfortable with this. I can only thank you for your trust. Please be assured that I will handle 
the files with the most possible care and security. Also see the next point for more details.

How many photos are needed as references
In principle, I like to have at least one photo of the final pose. Which one that is, is of course 
100% up to you. More photos may help me to get a better understanding of the „whole picture“ 
or to get important details, which may be in the shadow of the actual photo. A drawing teacher 
once told me that if you really want to draw something, you have to understand it in it‘s entirety. 
Even the things won‘t see on the final drawing

What about the art style of the painting
Every artists has his own distinctive style. So usually there is not much to say about that. I am 
sure you looked into my work and decided on this premise to get your painting done. So you al-
ready have a quite good understanding what to expect. Nonetheless: You can also give a general 
color request. Then I think in that direction. For example, if you already know where you want the 
picture to hang later, it makes sense that it integrates well. You are also welcome to look in my 
store and tell me what you like and what you don‘t like. Then I‘ll take that into accoung.
 

How are the  associated files stored?
All files associated with your commission are stored on local storage which is not directly connec-
ted to the net. No cloud storage services are used – only if this is your wish – for data exchange 
e.g. Also all files, except scans of the final result, will be immediately deleted once the job is done.

What about shipping?
Shipping is done in either a neutral envelope or a card board box. The picture will be protected as 
best as possible. Also the parcel is insured. So in the unlikely event that the postal services dama-
ge the shipment, you will get your money back or you can have another picture done for free.

Let‘s be open from A to Z
If there are any more questions, please let me know. Via email at markus@freise.de, DM on 
Instagram @brave.nude.world or WhatsApp on +49 (0) 151 12549129. If you need any more 
personal information about me please also visit my website www.markus-freise.de. 

Thank you and now: Let‘s do art.

About the photos and best 
practices for taking it

As long as you don‘t already have photos 
or have them taken by a professional 
here are some tipps for getting the best 
results:

If you don‘t want to be recognized, it 
would be good to take this into account 
already on the photo. e.g. by turning your 
face away or - depending on the length 
of your hair - hiding your face by the 
hair. Creative poses (hands in front of 
the face) are not excluded ;-) Otherwise 
we have to look for a graphical/artistic 
solution. That works. But if you think 
about it in advance, the better. In the 
end, it is also possible that the face itself 
is not worked out exactly, so that you are 
not really recognized.

It is good if the photo already contains 
contrasts (light and dark areas). If you 
don‘t have professional equipment, this 
can be achieved by standing in front of 
a window where the sun is shining or by 
putting a very bright lamp on one side.

All in all it is good if the photos are clear 
and sharp. However, current smartphone 
cameras can usually do this with normal 
daylight or room lighting.

Of course, photos taken by a photogra-
pher are optimal. But there is no must. 
In most cases, the photos delivered are 
actually „homemade“ by friends.

. As an inspiration, a simple Google 
search will give you plenty of results for 
possible poses. Please consider to switch 
off „Safe Search“. Otherwise Google will 
filter nude images from your search.


